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Abstract: We aim to offer new way and optimal for solving Rubik Cube. When all sides of this Cube have 
same color, we call it completed. In other word, when 9 unit squares of each side be con colors, we say that our 
Rubik cube has been solved. We in our offered method, First we define different drifts which in fact is total of 
movements we can do by a Rubik cube, and then we will discuss our suggested technique. In this technique, we 
will do all solving phases to attain a complete Rubik cube in phase 6, and each phase would have series of 
requirements, special movements and series of results and purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Solving Rubik cube with minimal movements and shortest time, is subject of the game that annually is 
held is world with same name. In 1980s this game became an international game and after 25 years, still attacts 
many interests. Rubik cube consists three pieces, six central parts, 12 edge parts, 8 angle parts and a central 
core with 6 arm that is junction point of central parts.  

Today, other structures of Rubik cube have been made which are a little different from classic cube, such 
as 2*2*2 Rubik with spiral structure (invented by Erno Rubik) and with central structure (invented by Chen 
Lee Sen) and 4*4*4 cube, which know as revenge Rubik which created by peter Sebastiny from U.S and 5*5*5 
cube (known as professor Rubik) which was invented by Urdo Cerlel from U.S.The biggest Rubik cube is 
11*11*11 Rubik.  

Also, one if inventors of games and plays, Katsuhiko Okamoto, has created a Rubik without center. Rubik 
cube has different shapes and coloration, such as Sudoku Rubik cube, Maze Rubik cube, mirror Rubik cube, 
professional Rubik cube (super cube), spiral Rubik. Also, electrical Rubik cube with touch ability has been 
made which has interesting structure. There are many other games, similar to Rubik (Rubik domino, 
Megamanx, pyramid Rubik, …). 

Solving Rubik cube with minimal movements and shortest time, is subject of the game that annually is 
held is world with same name. In 1980s this game became an international game and after 25 years, still attacts 
many interests. Rubik cube consists three pieces, six central parts, 12 edge parts, 8 angle parts and a central 
core with 6 arm that is junction point of central parts. Today, other structures of Rubik cube have been made 
which are a little different from classic cube, such as 2*2*2 Rubik with spiral structure (invented by Erno 
Rubik) and with central structure (invented by Chen Lee Sen) and 4*4*4 cube, which know as revenge Rubik 
which created by peter Sebastiny from U.S and 5*5*5 cube (known as professor Rubik) which was invented by 
Urdo Cerlel from U.S.The biggest Rubik cube is 11*11*11 Rubik. In this technique, we will do all solving 
phases to attain a complete Rubik cube in phase 6, and each phase would have series of requirements, special 
movements and series of results and purposes. In first phase, since it is primary phase, actually we won't have 
precondition, and our pre requirement is the original puzzle! Purpose of this phase is putting together one of 
colors and here, by default we will complete white color. To achieving this aim we will use some techniques 
that in follow have been explained in details. Purpose of first phase is completing one side of Rubik cube, with 
attaining to this goal, now we could start second phase. In this phase, if we take Rubik cubic such that 
encounter with white color, then edge of other sides should be in their right places In fact, second phase aim is 
coordinating edge side colors of white color with central color of considered side, by attaining to second phase 
purpose, we start third phase. This phase aim is that if white color be in front of us, then we want to put edge 
points which aren't whit in our view in their right positions (of course, not exactly in right place, but also in the 
edge which have harmony with  three neighbor central color). Now we start fourth phase, in this phase, purpose 
is achieving to a form which 6 color around white color be completely in their right places. In phase 5, aim is 
that Rubik be in the form that if white color be in front of us, then. In neighbor sides of white color, all colors 
except that color which is in central and end array be in their right places. Phase 6 include different poses, and 
based on which color be in which places, this phase could be short or long. If during solving Rubik puzzle, 
color of back side get completely yellow and puzzle is still unsolved it's unsuitable situation and we should exit 
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from this pose during destructive steps that has been explained in follow, and then operation will be continued 
from phase 5. Phase 6 is the last one and will received us to final solve. We consider special movements for this 
phase that have been used in suitable situation. Eventually, by doing phase 6, cube will be complete. 

 
2.  An Over View on Some Studies and Solving Techniques: 

There are many techniques for solving Rubik cube, but for fast solving the cube, till now some techniques 
has been invented. First time, Erno Rubik found a way for solving cube himself, then British mathematician, 
David Sainmaster (1982), for the first time wrote a book about solving Rubik cube and relation between Rubik 
and branch of mathematics and called this magic cube as Rubik cube. Since then this name became famous. 
Some solving techniques of Rubik cube one as follows (Gene Cooperman, 1990; Alexander H. Frey, 1982; 
Jessica Fredric, 2006): 
 
2.1) Layer by Layer Method: 

In this method, first corners of cube are arranged and then edge cubes are putting in their places. In first 
games of Rubik cube, most of the players used this technique and winner of this game, "Min tye" Thilandian 
asylum seeker to U.S. with this method could solve the cube in 22.95 seconds and wan the game. Today, this 
method is used less. 
 
2.2) Fredric Method: 

This method invented by Dr.Jesica Fredric in 1981. In 1982, she took part in first round of world 
championship, but couldn't wan. She improved her method and in second round of championship in 2003 in 
Toronto, Fredric method has been used by many of the plays. Fredric method consists four parts: 

A) Making cross in lower level, 
B) Putting four corners and central edge in their places 
C) Turning all upper level cube such that all of the upside parts be con colors 
D) Shifting upside parts in their places and completing the cube (permutation of last layer) (PLL) 
Fredric declared average time of solving cube in her method is 13.5 second. Today, many of the 

professional cube players could decrease this time. 
 

3.  Fuzzy Logic: 
3.1) Central Parts: 

There are 6 parts in the centre of each side and have a color label. These parts are turned around 
themselves, but are fixed towards each other. To complete cube, Color of each side should be con color with 
color label of these parts. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Central parts. 

 
3.2) Edge Parts:  

These 12 parts are in edge of each side and have two color labels. Label of each side of these parts should 
be con color with color label of central parts. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Edge parts. 
 

3.3) Corner Parts:  
These 8 parts are in the corner of each side and have three color labels. Label of each side of these parts 

should be con color with color label of central parts. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3: Corner parts. 
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4.  Keyword and Rubik View: 
 
Table 1: Keywords. 

Motions Function of This Motion Function 
C1 The Movement of Nearest Face of Rubik to User to Clockwise ClockONE 
C2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Clockwise ClockTWO 
C3 The Movement of Far Face of Rubik to User to Clockwise ClockTHREE 
G1 The Movement of Nearest Face of Rubik to User to Counter Clockwise ClockONEINVERT 
G2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Counter Clockwise ClockTWOINVERT 
G3 The Movement of Far Face of Rubik to User to Counter Clockwise ClockTHREEINVERT 
R1 The Movement of Topmost Face of Rubik to Right RightONE 
R2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Right RightTWO 
R3 The Movement of Down most Face of Rubik to Right RightTHREE 
L1 The Movement of Topmost Face of Rubik to Left LeftONE 
L2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Left LeftTWO 
L3 The Movement of Down most Face of Rubik to Left LeftTHREE 
U1 The Movement of Leftmost Face of Rubik to Up UpONE 
U2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Up UpTWO 
U3 The Movement of Rightmost Face of Rubik to Up UpTHREE 
D1 The Movement of Leftmost Face of Rubik to Down DownONE 
D2 The Movement of Middle Face of Rubik to Down DownTWO 
D3 The Movement of Rightmost Face of Rubik to Down DownTHREE 
CA Contain C1 and C2 and C3 Motions ( Full Movement) - 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: View of Rubik Cube. 
 

5.  C1, C2 and C3 Movements: 
C1 movement: The Movement of Nearest Face of Rubik to User to Clockwise. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Movement C1 ,C2 ,C3. 

 
Their semi-codes are as follows and as regard to Rubik structure, colors will be moved trinary, then we use 

three containers called temp1, temp2, temp3 for movements and colors will e moved in the same arrangement 
as previous figure. Note that as we consider container for color movement, so we select them objects in color 
class. At the end of this function, we send character C1 which means movement implementation.To the out so 
that user could follow movements as necessary. These explanations are about C1 movement, but due to 
similarities with C2 and C3 movements, their explanations. Due to same logic which is used for implementing 
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above table movements and for avoid of repeating similar phrases we typically will explain C1, C2 and C3 
movements in the follows. 

 

 
 

Fig.  6: C1, C2, C3, Movement.  
 

6.  Different Phases For Solving Rubik Cube: 
6. 1) First Phase Functions: 

This phase is in fact a start phase for solving. As different movements have been explained previously, 
now we use these movements and different functions of first phase which apply these movements in different 
ways. To finally achieve to the purpose of this functions. In Phase1 function, we call different function that we 
wrote before and mentioned some cases of them in program. In first phase, since it is start phase, so we don't 
have primary requirement and original puzzle is our requirement, otherwise, being complete function is tested 
for Rubik cube and hence wouldn't enter to solving phases. Purpose of first phase is putting one of colors 
together which here by default we will complete white color (any other color could have this property and it's 
just an agreement for starting the problem).  

We consider a function named Phase1 finished to see whether first phase has been finished or not which 
returns a Boolean value and true means that first phase has been finished and false means that first phase is 
continued. In Phase1 function until the end of first phase, this consideration and all related functions will be 
implemented. For example, AnalyzeR9 function is presented in below. In this function, R9 position is 
considered and if this position has white color and if F9 isn't white, then we could easily move this position by 
using part-code of R9ToF9 function the reason of using a variable less than or equal to integer number 4 is that 
if R9 position isn't be white, then Rubik could be turned maximum 4 times, thereby similar positions in other 
sides of Rubik cube be considered.  

Other functions in Phase1 with same logic but different movement will be put white color in right place. In 
this function, for optimal solution, other different functions have been used which will be discussed in issues 
related to optimizing phases. Final purpose of first phase is attaining to a shape like below figure:  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Purpose of first phase. 
 

6. 2) Second Phase Functions:  
Aim of first phase was completing one side of Rubik, now we could start second phase. In this phase, if we 

take Rubik cube in hand such that white color is in front of us, then edge of neighbor sides of white color 
should be placed in right position. In fact, aim of second phase is coordinating color of upper edge of neighbor 
sides with the central color of related edge. To do this, we applied Phase2 function. As could be seen in follow 
part-code, until the end of this phase, whole function of second phase will be implemented.  

We consider ending second phase by using Phase2Finished function. This function return a Boolean value 
and investigates those colors which are necessary for ending second phase, and in case phase be ended , returns 
True and otherwise returns False. In follow could be seen that we execute different functions in this phase. For 
instance, AnalyzeR1inPhase2 function will be checked that where R1 should be moved, this easily could be 
done by comparing color of R1 with central color of other sides and for example if color of R1 be similar to D5 
color, then R1ToD3inPhase2 function should be applied which in this function in regard to considered 
movements, R1 will be moved to D5. Similarly, we will do other movements in regard to different color until 
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Phase2Finished confirms that we achieve to goals of this phase. Final purpose of Second phase is attaining to a 
shape like below figure: 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: First phase functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9: Purpose of Second phase. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Second phase functions. 
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6. 3) Third Phase Functions:  
Now it's third phase turn. For this purpose, we by means of Phase3Finished function examine whether we 

achieve to this phase purposes or not. With attention to this function, if we attain to aims of this phase, Boolean 
vale of true and otherwise False value will be returned. If white color be in front of us, then we want to put 
edge points which are out of out sight in their right places (but not in exact place I, which is concordance with 
its three central neighbor colors. Final aim of third phase is attaining to a form like below figure: 

 

 
 
Fig. 11: Purpose of Third phase. 

 
So, we should investigate above mentioned edge points, in this manner we will examine these points be 

function of AnalyzeUpLeft and AnalyzeUpRight and AnalyzeDownRight and AnalyzeDownLeft. Each of these 
functions would return Boolean value of true or false. By these functions, we first examine those colors which 
are placed in edge points and then by means of movement functions for these points, we will move them. For 
this movement, we use these functions: 

- ChangeUpRightUpLeft() 
- ChangeUpLeftDownLeft() 
- ChangeDownRightUpRight() 
- ChangeDownRightDownLeft() 
- ChangeUpLeftDwonRight() 
- ChangeUpRightDownLeft()  
 
Codes of each function are previously considered such that they could shift colors  

with each other. Note that if we want typically shift up-left point to down-right point, we should use 
changeUpLeftDownRight function which this function itself use functions chagneUpLeftDownLeft and 
cahngeDownRightDownLeft and CahngeUpLeftDownLeft in three successive phases which is combination of 
abovementioned functions (we could also issue this problem for changeUpRightDown- -Left function 
similarly) 

 
6. 4) Fourth Phase Functions:  

This phase is applied when three before phases have done completely. If we consider white color in our 
right side, then aim of this phase would be arranging 6 colors in 4 neighbor sides correctly. Final purpose of 
phase 4 is attaining to the similar figure with below figure: 

All steps of phase 4 will be implemented until the end of this phase, which investigating this affair is up to 
Phase4Finished function, which its returned Boolean value would be determined continuing steps or finishing 
phase 4 function. In Phase 4 function, considered variable would be executed maximum 4 times and it's due to 
investigating each four sides. In this phase, general way of solving is based on this matter that in lower level, 
we final non-yellow color (Phase 4 function checks it itself) and put it in their right places by using 
ArrangeOnUpInPhase4 and ArrangeOnDownInPhase4 functions.  

For these two functions, movements have been considered before which put the colors in right places with 
attention to their current position, and finally 6 colors of around sides of white color would be competed in this 
phase. Note to this matter is necessary that as we shift colors from bottom to their neighbor sides, it's maybe 
cause situations that neighbor side colors aren't be in right places (exactly like their inverses!) and meanwhile in 
the bottom of Rubik cube, colors are in right places! Since condition of shifting checking is investigated from 
bottom, as here bottom is complete and true, then now we should use RiseWrong function to do a negligible 
destruction in order to exit that color which is placed in neighbor side incorrectly and shift it to the end part of 
Rubik cube and then by using ArrangeOnUpInPhase4 and ArrangeOnDownInPhase4 we easily could shift 
considered color from bottom to its right place.                                
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Fig. 12: Third phase functions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13: Purpose of Forth phase. 
 
6. 5) Fifth Phase Functions:  

When all steps of first to forth phases have been done, then phase 5 starts and Phase4Finished function 
confirms that phase 4 is finished and its phase 5 turn. Ending phase 4 means that in addition to correct 
arranging of white side, 6 colors of neighbor sides are arranged correctly. Now we receive to fifth phase. 
Purpose of this phase is finding the form of Rubik that when white color is in front of us, then center and end 
part are completely in their right places. Final aim of phase 5 in finding a figure as follows:                                                      

For achieving to this aim, we call main function of phase 5 known as Phase5. In this function, checking 
end of phase 5 is up to Phase5Finished function which checks that 8 abovementioned color in neighbor sides 
are in their right places and returns and Boolean value of true which means that colors are in correct place and 
this step finished successfully and false value means that phase 5 should be continued. 
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Fig. 14: Fourth phase functions. 
 

 
 
Fig. 15: Purpose of Fifth phase. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: Fifth phase functions. 
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In Phase5 function, a function named findB7R9D9Correct is applied which finals correct. Edge and 
implements main movement of phase 5 (findB7R9D9Correct function itself uses find B7R9D9 --
CorrectFullRotate and all sides would be checked if include right color in considered edge or not).  
Main movement of phase 5 is done by MovementsOfPhase5 function and these movements are considered in 
such way that have no destructive effects on other phases and se could attain to phase 5 purposes just by this 
main function. 

 
6. 6) Sixth Phase Functions:  

if we do different steps of phase 5 to the end correctly, and it's be confirmed by Phase5finished function, it 
means that our Rubik cube now is in the form that if white color be in front of us, then in neighbor sides of 
white color, in the worst case center-end colors won't be in their right places which phase 6 aims to put these 
colors in correct place and finishes solving Rubik. Final aim of phase 6 is complete solving of Rubik, i.e. 
finding a form like below: 

 

 
Fig. 17: Purpose of Sixth phase. 

 
In this phase, Phase 6 function is considered and from now on all other functions will call from there. 

Phase6Finished function will determine complete solving of Rubik confirmation phase 6 includes different 
mode and based on which color be in which places, steps of solving could be short or long. In case that in 
solving Rubik puzzle, color of cube bottom get completely yellow, while Rubik is still incomplete, it's an 
unsuitable condition which should be remove during executing destructive functions and operation starts again.  

Determining of being completely yellow of end side of Rubik is investigated by testBottomIsYellow 
function and if it's be true then function For Distortion One Side Phase 6 is implemented to do suitable 
destruction.  

In this steps another function named AnalyzeIfJust2SidesIsCorrectinPhase6 is also applied that if only two 
cases of those colors be in their right places (and thus two cases need to be shifted in their right places) then this 
function uses destructive functions and causes that Rubik cube exit from very difficult made and being locked 
and so we could continue solving steps. If we could just solve on side of incorrect tetragonal, then by using of 
most applicable function of this phase, i.e. MainFunctionInPhase6 we advance solving phases until complete 
solve, step by step.  

 
7. Comparing Suggested Solving Method With Layer By Layer Method And Jesica Fredrich:  

Layer by layer method is invented after that Erno Rubik offered his method. In this method first a cross is 
made in one of sides and then related layer is completed. After that we start to solve middle layer and finally in 
last layer a cross is built and then edges are arranged and corners are puts in their places. In regards to different 
between suggested method and other methods, we consider and compare our method with other methods in 
respect of completing different level. Therefore we consider completion phases and solving cube in three levels 
which completion of first phase means that arranging one color (for example white color) and neighbor colors 
of that color. Completion of second phase means that middle colors are in correct places and perfection of third 
phase equals to completion of lower level and thus completion of whole cube.      
 
Table 2: Compare Method. 

Different Layer Layer to Layer and Fridrich Method Recommend Method 
First Layer compietion Cross Method and arrange corners Stage 1 and stage 2 

Second Layer compietion 
Use Method for arrangement Two Layer and then 

test Third Layer 
Stage3 and stage 4 

Third Layer compietion 
Making Cross for Third Layer and then arrange 

Third Layer Corners 
Stage 5 and stage 6 

 
Jessica Fredric (2006) method is used layer by layer method, but is improved it somehow, and for 

completing cube is used PLL and OLL and F2L algorithms. Also, this method in regards to number of applied 
algorithm has more algorithms. 
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Fig. 18: Sixth phase functions. 
 

8. Discussing and Comparing Until the End of First Level: 
In former methods for competing first level, a method is suggested to users for making cross, while we in 

our suggested method offer individual algorithm for each mode, in this manner that first we arrange one color 
completing. In follow table, maximum number of available algorithms in our suggested method is presented 
which seldom will be used totally. 
 
Table 3: Compare Methods – First level. 

Suggested Method 
Fredric 
Method 

Layer to Layer Method Base Of Compare 

For First step ((4*9)+3)=39 
For Second step ((3*3)*4)=36 

Altogether (39+36)=75 
41 

Cross (4*2) +Cross (4*2) +Corner (4) 
+Corner (8) = 28 

Number Of Available Algorithms 

For First step 156) =4*39( 
For Second step =360 )10 *36( 

Altogether 516  ) =360 +156 (
347 

Cross (8*8) +Cross (1*8) +
Cross (7*4) +Cross (3*4) +
Corner (4*8) +Corner (8*3) =160 

Number Of Available  
Motions 

 
9. Discussing and Comparing Until the End of Second Level: 
 
Table 4: Compare Methods – Second level. 

Suggested Method 
Fredric 
Method 

Layer to Layer Method 
Base Of 
Compare 

For third step 2(4)=8 , (2*4)/2 = 4 
For Forth step 8 Exception, (2*4)=8  
Altogether (12+16) = 28 

57 
2 Algorithm for Arrange middle layer + 

  2 Algorithm for Arrange Corner of third layer = 4 

Number Of 
Available 

Algorithms 
For third step ((4*7)+(8*14)) = 140 
For forth step ((8*7)+(8*14)) = 160 
Altogether (140+168) = 308 

611 
(2*8) 16 Motions for arrange Middle Layer  + (2*8) 
16 Motions for arrange Corner of Third Layer    = 

32 

Number Of 
Available  
Motions 

 
10. Discussing and Comparing Until the End of Third Level: 
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Table 5: Compare Methods – Third level. 

Suggested Method 
Fredric 
Method 

Layer to Layer Method 
Base Of 
Compare 

1 Exception + 1 For fifth step = 2 
( 2 Obviation Exception + 4 for sixth step ) = 
6 
Altogether (2 + 6) = 8 
 

21 

+ 2 Algorithm for Arrange Edge of third layer 
2 Algorithm for + Arrange Corner of End layer 

Just in Self place +2 Algorithm for   Arrange Corner 
of End layer +  2 Algorithm for  Arrange Edge of End 

layer = 8 

Number Of 
Available 

Algorithms 

For  Fifth step (7+16) = 23 
 
For  Sixth step (8+24+(4*16)) = 96 
Altogether (23+96) = 119 

298 

 +(2*8) 16 Motions for arrange Edge of Third Layer 
 + (2*8) 16 Motions for Arrange Corner of End 
layerJust in Self place +  (2*8) 16 Motions for 

Arrange Corner of End layer + 
(2*9)18 Motions for Arrange Edge of End layer=62 

Number Of 
Available  
Motions 

 
Table 6: Compare Methods – Total. 

Methods 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 

Number of 
algorithm 

Number of 
movement 

Number of 
algorithm 

Number of 
movement 

Number of 
algorithm 

Number of 
movement 

Number of 
algorithm 

Number of 
movement 

Layer by 
layer 

method 
28 160 4 32 8 62 40 254 

Suggested 
method 

75 516 28 308 8 119 111 943 

Fredric 
Method 

41 347 57 611 21 298 119 1256 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 19: Compare Methods – Total Diagram. 
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